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Abstract 
Erdiis, P., T. Gallai and Zs. Tuza, Covering the cliques of a graph with vertices, Discrete 
Mathematics 108 (1992) 279-289. 
The following problem is investigated. Given an undirected graph G, determine the smallest 
cardinality of a vertex set that meets all complete subgraphs KC G maximal under inclusion. 
1. The problem 
Let G be a finite undirected graph. A clique K of G is a complete subgraph 
maximal under inclusion and having at least two vertices. (According to this 
definition, isolated vertices are maximal complete subgraphs but not cliques.) In 
this note we investigate some aspects of the following problem: 
Estimate the cardinal@ of a smallest set that shares a vertex with each 
clique of G. 
A vertex set meeting all cliques will be called a clique-transversal. The 
clique-transversal number, t,(G) is defined as the minimum cardinality of a 
clique-transversal in G. For other notions we shall use standard notation: V(G) 
and E(G) denote the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively; d(x) is the 
degree of a vertex x E V(G); A(G) denotes the maximum degree; and W(G) is 
the independence number, i.e., the maximum cardinality of an independent 
vertex set (= a set of pairwise non-adjacent vertices). The complete graph on t 
vertices is denoted by K,. 
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Problems and results 
Concerning the extremal behavior of r,-(G), many interesting problems can be 
raised. In order to simplify the notation in the questions below, n will always 
denote the number IV(G)1 of vertices. 
We first ask how large a smallest clique-transversal is in the worst case, when IZ 
is given. In triangle-free graphs this problem is equivalent to finding a sharp lower 
bound on the independence number (cf. Lemma l), i.e., it has a Ramsey-type 
nature. Concerning the size of clique-transversals, so far we could not construct 
examples worse than triangle-free ones. Thus, we ask the following. 
Problem 1. Denote by r(n) the largest integer such that every triangle-free graph 
of order II contains an independent set of r(n) vertices. Is r,-(G) =Z it - r(n) for all 
graphs G on it vertices? 
It is known that c,j&&z <r(n) < cZ 6 log n for some positive constants ci 
and c2-see [2] and [6], respectively. For this reason we expect that r,(G) < 
IZ -f(n)6 holds for some function f(n) tending to infinity with n. Instead, we 
can only prove t,(G) 6 it - $& + c for a small constant c, see Theorems 1 and 
3. Although the estimates in those two results are almost the same, we still 
describe both of them in full detail because the two proof techniques are entirely 
different and perhaps one of them provides an idea which will lead to some 
improvement. (The proof of Theorem 3 is algorithmic. It can be shown, however, 
that the exact value of t,(G) is hard to determine in general-see Section 4.) 
It seems natural to guess that large cliques are easier to intersect than small 
ones. 
Problem 2. Suppose that each clique of G has at least k = k(n) vertices. Which 
value of k(n) insures that t,(G) is less than n - CIZ (for some absolute constant 
c), or is o(n) or O(n “) for a given (Y, 0 < Ly < l? 
Theorem 5 shows that k(n) should be at least nc”‘“g’ogn (for a constant c’), 
otherwise r,(G) < II - cn does not hold in general. From the other side, 
however, no upper bounds on k(n) are known as sufficient conditions insuring a 
small clique-transversal number. For instance, it would be interesting to 
investigate the case k(n) = na, 0~ (Y < 1. If k(n) = k is a constant, then the 
constructions of Section 3 provide graphs G with z,(G) 2 n - O(ns log’ n), where 
s = s(k) = 1 - l/k (when k is a power of 2) and t = t(k) = k/2. We do not know 
how sharp those estimates are, e.g. whether the value of s(k) is best possible like 
in the case k = 2. 
An interesting particular case of Problem 1 is to prove t,(G) s n - r(n) for 
‘sparse’ graphs; &-free ones, for instance. Concerning this, we pose the following 
question. 
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Problem 3. How large triangle-free induced subgraphs does a K,-free graph G on 
n vertices contain? 
The Erdos-Szekeres theorem [7] implies that a(G) 2 cnt for some constant 
c > 0, but perhaps the size of triangle-free subgraphs grows faster. 
In previous papers dealing with clique-transversals, some restricted classes of 
graphs were investigated, mostly in connection with the following property 
introduced in [ 111. 
Definition (Property (t)). A class G of graphs is said to satisfy the (t)-property if 
t,(G) s IV(G)l/t for every G E G in which each edge is contained in a K, c G. 
Aigner and Andreae [l] observed that every chordal graph (i.e., a graph 
containing no induced cycle of length >3) satisfies the (2)-property. Strengthen- 
ing this result, in [ll] the third author described all chordal graphs on II vertices 
in which r,(G) is equal to n/2, and proved that the (3)-property, too, holds for 
chordal graphs. Moreover, the (k)-property is satisfied in ‘strongly chordal’ 
graphs, and split-graphs have the (4)-property but not the (5)-property-see 
[ll]. Hence, the (5)-property does not hold in the class of chordal graphs. The 
answer to the following question, however, is not known. 
Problem 4 (Tuza [ll]). Does the (4)-property hold in chordal graphs? 
We note that, as observed in [3], the (2)-property is satisfied by all ‘strongly 
perfect’ graphs-including Meyniel graphs and perfectly orderable graphs and, in 
particular, chordal graphs, complements of chordal graphs, and comparability 
graphs. For the latter class, the (2)-property was observed earlier by Lone and 
Rival [8]. For complements of comparability graphs, however, the (2)-property 
does not hold; a counterexample on 17 vertices was found by Sands [lo]. In [3], 
those line graphs-as well as complements of line graphs-were also charac- 
terized which do not satisfy the (2)-property. 
We have mentioned just a couple of open problems. The topic offers much 
more, however; for instance, find sharp estimates on +(G)/n for particular 
classes of graphs (planar graphs, perfect graphs, etc.) or investigate those 
questions for (uniform) hypergraphs. No general result is known in the latter area 
so far. 
2. The upper bound 
In this section we prove a general upper bound on the clique-transversal 
number of graphs of given order. We begin with some useful inequalities. 
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Lemma 1. (a) For every graph G, Q(G)< IV(G)1 - a(G) and Q(G)~ 
IV(G)1 - A(G). 
(b) For every triangle-free graph G, t,(G) = IV(G)1 - a(G). 
Proof. Since any independent set S meets a clique in at most one vertex, V(G)\S 
always is a clique-transversal. Choosing an S with ISI = a(G), we obtain 
r,(G) =z IV(G)l - 4G). 
To prove r,(G) 6 IV(G)1 - A(G), c h oose an x E V(G) with d(x) = A(G), and 
denote by N the set of vertices adjacent to X. If K is a complete subgraph with 
V(K) c N, then K U {x} is complete, too. Hence, N contains no clique of G and 
consequently V(G)\N is a clique-transversal of cardinality IV(G)( - A(G). 
Finally, if T is a clique-transversal in a triangle-free graph G, then T meets all 
edges of G, so that V(G)\T is independent. Thus, IV(G)1 - ITI s m(G). This 
inequality, together with (a), implies (b). 0 
Lemma 2. For every graph G on n vertices, q.(G) s n + A(G) + 3 - cu(G) - 
2nla(G). 
Proof. Let A(G) = A and cu(G) = c~. Choose an independent set Y of (Y vertices. 
By the maximality of Y, every vertex z 4 Y is adjacent to at least one vertex of Y. 
Denote by IZ~ the number of those z $ Y which have precisely one neighbor in Y, 
and put n2 = II - (Y - n,. Since there are at most cud edges joining Y to its 
complement Z = V(G)\Y, we have: 
n-a+n,saA, 
n;?<cu(A+l)-n, 
ni=n-cw-n,z-2n-cz(A+2). 
Consequently, there is a set Z* c Z of at least 2nla - (A + 2) vertices having the 
same unique neighbor y in Y. 
We observe that Z* induces a complete subgraph in G. Indeed, if z’ and z” 
were two non-adjacent vertices in Z*, then the set Y’ = (Y U {z’, z”})\{y} would 
be independent and, in addition, lY”l> IYI would hold, a contradiction. 
Our next claim is that the set T = V(G)\((Y\{y}) U Z”) is a clique-transversal 
of G. To prove this, let K be an arbitrary complete subgraph of G, all vertices of 
which belong to (Y\{y}) U Z*. If K has a vertex y’ in Y, then K = {y’>, so that 
K is not a clique. On the other hand, if all vertices of K are in Z*, then KU {y} 
is again a complete subgraph, i.e., K is not a clique in this case either. Thus, T is 
a clique-transversal. Consequently, 
n-r,-(G)~(Yl+IZ*I-l~cu+2n/~-(A+3). q 
Applying Lemmas 1 and 2, the following estimate can be proved. 
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Theorem 1. Every graph on n vertices has a clique-transversal set of cardinality at 
mostn-a++. 
Proof. Putting A = A(G) and a = cr(G), by Lemmas l(a) and 2 we obtain 
n-r,(G)sA 
and 
respectively. Taking the average of these two lower bounds, we obtain 
n - z,(G) 2 fi - 2 as claimed. 0 
Remarks. (1) The argument given in the proof of Lemma 2 yields the following 
statement which is of some interest in itself as well: 
If a graph on n vertices has maximum degree (1 + o(l))fi and independence 
number (1 + o(l))fi, th en all but o(n) of its vertices can be covered with at most 
(1 + o( 1))fi complete subgraphs (as n + ~0). 
(2) Although the proof of Theorem 1 assumes that a maximum-size independ- 
ent set is available (and such a set is NP-hard to find), still it leads to a 
polynomial-time algorithm that finds a clique-transversal set of at most 
it - m + 2 vertices in every graph of order n. To see this, one can first take 
an arbitrary independent set Y maximal under inclusion. Then, for each y E Y 
consider the set Z*(y) of vertices having y as their unique neighbor in Y. By the 
computation described above, at least one of those Z*(y) will be large enough. 
Then we check if this large Z*(y) induces a complete subgraph. If it does, then a 
small clique-transversal (Y U Z*(y))\{ y} has been found; otherwise we can 
replace y by a non-adjacent pair of vertices of Z*(y) and repeat the procedure in 
the larger independent set obtained. Since the size of the independent set 
increases after each phase, this algorithm clearly is polynomial. 
In the following section we shall see how a much faster procedure with a 
slightly better worst-case behavior can be designed. 
If all cliques are relatively large, then a slightly better upper bound can be 
proved as follows. 
Theorem 2. Let k and n be natural numbers, n 2 k + 2. If G is a graph on n 
vertices in which every clique has more than k vertices, then t,-(G) s n - fi, 
unless k = 1, n = 5, and G is the cycle of length 5. 
Proof. If A = A(G) 3 6, then the upper bound follows from Lemma l(a). 
Moreover, if G has no edges, then z,(G) = 0 <n - 6, and if G is a complete 
graph (possibly together with some isolated vertices) then r,(G) = 1 <n - 6 
for n > k + 2. 
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Suppose A c 6. Applying Brooks’ theorem [4], the vertex set of G can be 
partitioned into A independent sets S1, . . . , S,, unless A = 2 or a connected 
component of G is isomorphic to the complete graph K,,,. Assuming IS,] 2 IS,] 
for i <i, the set S = S, U . . . U S, has cardinality skn/A 2 6. Since all cliques 
have size >k, S contains no clique so that V(G)\S is a clique-transversal of at 
most n - Jhii vertices. 
The two exceptional cases can be handled as follows. If a component K of G is 
K d+,, then r,-(G) = r,(G\K) + 1 and IV(G\K)I = n - A - 1 sit -k, so that a 
trivial induction works since 
(n-k)-vm+l<n--G 
holds for n > k, and x - fi is an increasing function for x 2 k. (We have 
n - A - 12 k + 1 as K is not the unique nontrivial component of G. The 
induction hypothesis can be applied when n = A + k + 3; otherwise, if n = A + 
k + 2 then G is the union of two vertex-disjoint complete graphs with at least 
2k + 2 vertices in all, and therefore t,(G) = 2 s 2k + 2 - dm s n - I/&.) 
Suppose A = 2, i.e., G consists of vertex-disjoint paths and cycles, and k 6 2 
holds. If k = 2 then all (and at least two) nontrivial components are triangles and 
therefore 
z,(G)cn/3<n-6 forna6. 
On the other hand, if k = 1 then r,-(K) s 3 IV(K)l/5 holds in every connected 
component K of G. Thus, 
tc(G)<3n/5<n-$ forna7. 
For n d 6 we have t,(K) > IV(K)l/2 only if K is the ?&cycle. Hence, the result is 
validforthesmallcases,too,as1<3-~andn/2~n-~forn~4. 0 
3. A linear-time algorithm 
Observations of the previous section lead to the following question: how long 
does it take to find a ‘not very large’ clique-transversal in the sense that the set 
exhibited by the algorithm is not larger than the bound given in Theorem 1. (We 
shall see later that no fast algorithm can be expected to determine the exact value 
of r,(G).) 
A polynomial-time alogrithm has already been given in Section 2. Here we 
slightly improve the estimate of Theorem 1 by providing a linear-time algorithm 
that finds a fairly small clique-transversal. 
The algorithm CLCOV. 
Input: the lists V = V(G) of vertices and E = E(G) of edges of an undirected 
graph G. 
(1) (Preprocessing) Find an ordering on V in which the degrees are increasing. 
(2) (Znitidizahm) Set Y := V and T = T’ = 0. 
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(3) Take the last vertex x, of maximum degree, and set T’ := {v E V ) xv $ E}. 
(4) If V = 0, then go to (9). Otherwise choose a y E Y of minimum degree (say 
the first vertex) in the subgraph induced by Y. 
(5) In the subgraph G[Y, y] induced by the vertices adjacent to y in Y, choose 
a vertex z of maximum degree. 
(6) Set 2 := {w E V(G[Y, y]) 1 wz $ E}. 
(7) Set T := T U 2 and Y := Y\{Z U {y}}. 
(8) Update the degrees of vertices in the subgraph induced by Y, rearrange Y (if 
necessary) to keep the increasing order of its vertex degrees, and return to (4). 
(9) If IT’1 < ITI, then set T(G) := T’; otherwise set T(G) := T. 
Output: T(G). 
Theorem 3. Let G be an arbitrary graph on n vertices, and let T(G) be the output 
of the algorithm CLCOV. Then: 
(a) T(G) is a clique-transversal of G, 
(b) IT(G)Isn-fi+ti, 
(c) the running time of CLCOV is O(IV(G)I + IE(G)I). 
Proof. Suppose that the procedure of steps (4) through (8) is executed t times; 
denote by y,, . . . , y, the vertices selected in (4), by di (1 s i s t) the degree of yj 
in Y (the actual set of Y when y, is selected), by .zj the vertex chosen in 5, by Zi 
the set found in (6), and put t, := IZ;l. 
(a) Clearly, T’ is a clique-transversal as explained in Lemma 1. To see this 
property for T, suppose to the contrary that KC V(G)\T is a clique in G. Then 
Kc {Y,, . . . , yt}. Let yj be the first element of K. Certainly, K\{y,} is a clique in 
G[Y, yi]. On the other hand, Zj is the complement of a neighborhood of a vertex 
in G[Y, yi], so that Zi is a clique-transversal of G[Y, y;]. Thus, Zj must intersect 
K, contradicting our assumption. 
(b) By the choice of z,, the subgraph induced by Zj has maximum degree at 
most dj - t,. Moreover, trivially, dj 3 t,. Thus, by the minimality of d;, there are 
at least 
di + ti(d; + ti)/2 ~ (t; + ~)” - a 
edges incident to Z, U {yi} in the subgraph induced by Y. Note further that we 
can assume t c fi- I& for otherwise the proof is done. Let us write the 
maximum degree A = A(G) in the form pfi where the value of /3 may depend 
on n. Since the number of edges is at most An/2, we obtain 
(/3/2)n”‘” F= ,g<, (ti + 4)’ - t/4 
= (n - t/2)2/t - t/4 = n2/t - n 
2 (1/P)n3’2 - n. 
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It is easy to check that this inequality implies /3 > $? - a. Thus, A(G) > 
j& - fi and part (b) of the theorem follows by Lemma 1. 
(c) (Sketch) It is clear that the preprocessing time is proportional to [VI + [El. 
Denoting by mj the number of edges incident to Z, U {y,} in the subgraph 
induced by yi, the vertex z, can be found in O((d;)*) s O(m,) steps, by the 
minimality of di. Deleting the m, edges one by one and updating the degree 
sequence after each of those deletions, one can see that data manipulation in the 
ith phase of the procedure requires just O(m,) time. Thus, the total running time 
is proportional to O(C mi) = O(lEl). The algorithm can be implemented in linear 
time, e.g. using a data structure described in [5]. 0 
4. NP-completeness 
The aim of this short section is to point out that t,(G) cannot be determined 
by any fast algorithm, unless P = NP. 
Theorem 4. The problem of finding the clique-transversal number is NP-complete 
over the restricted class of triangle-free graphs, and more generally over the class 
of graphs of girth sg for any fixed g 2 4. 
Proof. Note first that for every triangle-free graph G, r&G) = IV(G)1 - a(G) 
holds since a set T is a clique-transversal if and only if its complement is 
independent, and vice versa. Hence, we can apply a result of Poljak [9] which 
states that the determination of the independence number (as well as that of the 
chromatic number) is NP-complete for triangle-free graphs. 
For larger girth, the theorem can be deduced by the following observation: If G 
is a graph with n vertices and m edges, and G’ is obtained from G by replacing 
the edges of G by internally disjoint paths of length 2i + 1 (i 2 l), then the girth 
of G’ is at least 6i + 3 and cu(G’) = o(G) + im, and the numbers of vertices and 
edges are increased by 2im. Hence, the problem of finding the independence 
number of any graph is polynomially reducible to that in the class of graphs of 
girth g, for any fixed g. (This argument proves the case g = 4 as well.) 0 
5. Graphs with large clique-transversal number 
Our aim here is to construct an infinite class of graphs G(n) on n vertices, in 
which all cliques have a prescribed (fairly large) number of vertices and in which 
z&G(n)) = n - o(n) still holds as n + 00. Those graphs will be built up recur- 
sively, applying the following operation. 
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The substitution G(F) . Let F and G be two arbitrary graphs. The graph G (F), 
called the substitution of F into G, is obtained from G by replacing the vertices 
v E V(G) by pairwise disjoint sets S(V) of cardinality jV(F)l; the subgraph 
induced by each S(V) in G(F) . IS isomorphic to F; for any two distinct vertices v, 
V’ E V(G), if uv’ E E(G) then all x E S(V) are adjacent to all x’ E S(v), and if 
2rv’ $ E(G) then no x E S(v) is adjacent to any x’ E S(V’). 
The subgraph induced by S(v) will be denoted by G(v). (Those G(v) are 
isomorphic to F.) It follows from the definition of substitution that 
(a) If F and G have no isolated vertices, then a complete subgraph K c G(F) 
is a clique if and only if K is of the form lJvtY K(v) where V(K(v)) c S(v), 
Y c V(G), each K(v) is a clique in G(v), and Y induces a clique in G. 
(b) If For G has some isolated vertices, then the cliques K of G(F) are of the 
form UveY K(v) where Y either is an isolated vertex or induces a clique in G, 
each K(v) is a clique or an isolated vertex in G(v), and IV(K)( 32. 
Substitution satisfies the following two multiplicative properties. 
Lemma 3. For any two graphs F and G without isolated vertices, z&G(F)) = 
LAFMG). 
Proof. The statement will be deduced from property (a) given above. To show 
r,(G(F)) c rc (F)t,-(G), take a smallest clique-transversal T of G, and in each 
TV E T choose a smallest clique-transversal T(v) of G(v). By (a), the set 
T,:=UXr T(v) is a clique-transversal of G(F). Moreover, since each G(v) is 
isomorphic to F, we have IT(v)1 = z,(F), so that z,(G(F))s ITo1 = z,-(F)t,-(G). 
To prove the converse inequality, let T* be a smallest clique-transversal of 
G(F). Let T be the set of vertices TV E V(G) such that T*(v) := T* fl S(v) is a 
clique-transversal of G(V). We claim that T is a clique-transversal of G. This fact, 
immediately implying JTI s t,(G), will prove the lemma since IT*(v)1 3 t,-(F) 
holds for all 21 E T by definition. 
Suppose to the contrary that K is a clique disjoint from Tin G. Then, for every 
21 E V(K) there is a clique K(v) c G(v) disjoint from T*(v). Hence lJVEVCK) K(v) 
is a clique in G(F) that does not meet T*-a contradiction. 0 
For a graph G, denote by o,(G) and w(G) the smallest and largest numbers of 
vertices, respectively, in its complete subgraphs maximal under inclusion. 
Lemma 4. For any two graphs F and G, w,(G(F)) = w~(F)wo(G) and 
w(G(F)) = w(F)o(G). 
Proof. Apply (a) and (b), choosing smallest or largest complete subgraphs in F 
and G. El 
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Theorem 5. There is a constant c > 0 and an infinite sequence of graphs G(n) on n 
vertices such that all cliques of G(n) have at least nc”*g’ogn vertices and 
z,-(G) 2 n - o(n) as n + m. 
Proof. First we take a triangle-free graph G = G’ on k vertices in which 
a(G) ~c’filog k for some absolute constant c’ (the value of k will tend to 
infinity). Such graphs exist, see [6]. For i 2 2, G’ is defined recursively by 
G’:= G’-‘(G)_ 
By Lemma l(b), r,-(G) = IV(G)1 - m(G) 3 (1 - (c’ log k)/fi)k. Moreover, 
the definition of substitution and the (t - 1)-times repeated application of 
Lemmas 3 and 4 yield 
jV(G’)l = k’, o(G’) = 2’, z,(G’) 2 k’(1 - (c’ log k)/fi)‘. 
Taking k - n”’ at the beginning, we obtain a graph G with 
Putting E = t/log n, the coefficient of n on the right-hand side is simplified to 
(1 _ Cr/(EerIZE))E rogn > exp( - (c’ log n)/e”“) 
that tends to 1 as It--, m whenever E Cc/log log n for some sufficiently small 
constant c (c < 4). Hence, r,(G) 2 n - o(n) can be insured simultaneously with 
the condition that all cliques of G have as many as 2’ ‘ogn’og’ogn vertices. 0 
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Note added in proof. Motivated by Problem 2, we proved with B. Bollobas in 
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